
Sukhanshi  Bhandato  Amhi  by
Abhiram Bhadkamkar
The Play
Dr Shridhar is enjoying a successful, happy and rich lifestyle
with his beautiful wife Mita and teenage son Akshay. He wants
to build a multi-utility hospital as a future provision for
Akshay. He eyes a central piece of land to build his dream
hospital. But the land is reserved as children’s playground.
He is prepared to use his political influence and monetary
powers to acquire the land. And then enters Sada (Sadashiv) in
Dr Shridhar’s life. Sada, a schizophrenic patient, was jailed
for killing his own wife and son, in his schizophrenic state.
Throughout  the  treatment  period,  Sada  keeps  on  asking
intriguing questions, and throws some challenging situations
at Dr Shridhar and Mita. The play finishes on an interesting
and unexpected turn.

The Director
Napolian Almeida was born in Vasai, Maharashtra, India in
Christian family. Napolian’s father was a teacher in a Marathi
medium school. His father always encouraged the children to
read books. Napolian developed interest in reading books about
drama and plays. He started performing at a very young age.
The challenges and difficulties faced during the early years
motivated Napolian to study more about acting and acquire
formal training from workshops. Napolian’s theatre career then
progressed by active participation in dramas for organizations
like Nutan
Mandal, Jeevan Darshan, Jeevan Jyoti, St Xavier’s Club and
currently  in  Australia  with  Marathi  Association  Sydney
Incorporated.  Though  an  engineer  by  profession,  Napolian
continued to follow his passion in acting and direction. He
has acted and directed many plays including one-act plays and
has won awards.
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The Playwright
Abhiram Bhadkamkar is an alumnus of National School of Drama.
His  acting  in  films  has  won  him  accolades.  Abhiram  has
explored  many  possibilities  of  expression  in  various  art
forms, and created a niche for himself as a multidimensional
artist. Abhiram is adroitly active in feature films, plays and
literature. He has been successful in making a mark on the
front of writing plays, novels and screen plays; conceiving
films as a director; and expressing as an actor. His plays are
performed  in  Hindi,  Kannad  and  Guajarati  in  addition  to
Marathi theatre. His collection of stories and novels are
published by publishers/ publications of repute. Some of his
popular plays / production are Hasat Khelat, Pahuna, Jyacha
Tyacha Prashna (Sawal Apna Apna), Ladi Najaria, Dehbhan, and
Sukhanshi Bhandto Amhi.

The Group
The team of Sukhanshi Bhandato Amhi are members of the Marathi
Association Sydney Incorporation (MASI). MASI is a non-profit
community organisation established more than 27 years ago.
MASI promotes Marathi language, culture and customs through
Marathi Akashwani Sydney, Marathi school, and cultural events
and drama activities. Theatre is one of the iconic interests
of Marathi community. Members of Sukhanshi Bhandato Amhi are
volunteers and come from various professions. Despite being
busy with their professional career, they are passionate about
Performing  Arts  and  theatre  activities.  This  passion  and
interest brings them together and keeps them energised and
motivated  even  through  the  initial  settlement  challenges.
Members of MASI have staged a drama activity almost every
year. Few names to mention here are Ghashiram Kotwal, Mala
Kahi Sangayachay, Durga Ban Gayi Gauri, etc.

Cast & Credits

Mrs Pradhan Apoorva Athawale
Dr Shridhar Napolian Almeida
Kamalabai and Suman Nilima Berde



Sadashiv Chinmay Abhyankar
Mita Manasi Gore
Akshay Mandar Pathak
Lights Makarand Bildikar
Background Music Nitin Kundap
Stage Ahirwad Athawale, Ganesh Gavde, Charudatta Bhadkamkar
Costumes Sanjyot Samudra, Olivia Almeida
Make-up Sanjyot Dongre
Playwright Abhiram Bhadkamkar
Direction Napolian Almeida


